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In recent years, a great demand of robotic manipulators with large workspace, having 
fast and precise motion throughout its workspace has arisen. Traditional robotic 
manipulators with long reach arms can offer a large workspace and fast response. 
However, correction of small end-point errors requires movement of several 
manipulator actuators. Thus, each actuator has to be capable of handling two different 
tasks, namely high speed for large range motion with accurate positioning for fine 
motion. The bandwidth of these manipulator actuators slow down the response of their 
arm, and thus lead to a compromise between the positioning accuracy of their 
end-effecters, and the high speed operation of the robot.  
 
In a new design of manipulators, an additional rigid small robot (called the Mini 
manipulator) is attached at the end of the long reach manipulator (called the Macro 
manipulator), and its fine motion is applied to compensate for the positioning or 
tracking error of the Macro manipulator. The combined system (often referred to as a 
Macro-Mini, or Macro-Micro manipulator system), if integrated with appropriate 
controller design, offers a possible solution to a wide range of applications that require 
fast, and precise manipulation over a large workspace.  
 
In this study, we designed a six degrees-of-freedom (6DOF) Macro-Mini manipulator 
system. A software model of the designed system is built in Matlab in order to analyze 
controller performance. The Macro and Mini manipulators kinematics, dynamics and 
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control are first studied separately, and then incorporated into one system. Individual 
performance of trajectory tracking and positioning was simulated. A new control 
strategy for combined Macro-Mini manipulator system was proposed. It is based on 
the individual dynamics of Macro and Mini manipulator system, aiming to achieve the 
best possible system performance. The dynamics of the overall system is not required. 
The overall system effectiveness was evaluated by software simulations.  
 
Simulation results show that the combined system can reach the goal position or track 
the designed trajectory in a large workspace with fast response (similar to that of the 
Macro manipulator), small tracking and steady state errors (similar to that of the Mini 
manipulator). Thus, the combined system has taken full advantage of the Macro and 
Mini manipulators.   
 
It is further concluded that the Macro manipulator performance can be improved by 
mounting a Mini manipulator at the end. High performance control of the combined 
system does not need calculation of full dynamics of the overall system. It can be 
based on individual dynamics of Macro and Mini manipulator. The successful 
breaking down of robot dynamics in controller design enables dynamic control of 
higher degrees-of-freedom manipulators.  
 
This study also enables a modular design approach for industrial robots. The Mini 
manipulator can be designed locally to meet different requirements. This feature would 
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indicate cost saving in some industrial applications where a common base (Macro 
manipulator) can be used to perform multiple tasks, by mounting a different Mini 
manipulator module on it each time.  
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1.1 Background and motivation 
In recent years, a great demand of robotic manipulators with large workspace, having 
fast and precise motion throughout its workspace has arisen. For example, long arms 
are needed to offer a wide motion in space applications. In such robots, a small high 
performance manipulator is attached at its end-effecter region to obtain fast and precise 
local mobility.  
 
In assembly lines, robotic manipulators are usually lightweight with long reach arms, 
but their performances are limited due to its flexibility (vibrations and the static 
deflections). In these robots, the existing joint actuators are usually controlled to carry 
out the corrective action for enhancement of their motion performances 
[1,6,12,13,21,24]. However, correction of small end-point errors requires movement of 
several manipulator actuators. Thus, each actuator has to be capable of handling two 
different tasks, namely high speed and good response for large range motion with 
accurate positioning for fine motion [1,24]. The bandwidth of these manipulator 
actuators slow down the response of their arm, and thus lead to a compromise between 
the positioning accuracy of their end-effecters, and the high speed operation of the 




In a new design of manipulators, an additional rigid small robot is attached at the end 
of the flexible manipulator, and its fine motion is applied to compensate for the 
positioning or tracking error of the flexible manipulator. Such a structure is often 
referred to as a Macro-Mini (or Macro-Micro) manipulator system. The long reach arm 
of this system is called a Macro manipulator and it is characterized by ‘poor’ 
performance and ‘slow’ response. ‘Poor’ accuracy is caused primarily by the 
unmeasured deflections of the robot structure or drive, and low actuator/servo 
resolution. ‘Slow’ response time is attributed to low actuator power and control-related 
limitations.  
 
The small robot connected at the end of the flexible manipulator, is called a Mini (or 
Micro) manipulator. It is characterized by a small work volume with fast and precise 
manipulation capability over its work volume.  
 
Combining these two approaches, where a Mini manipulator rides on the end of a 
Macro manipulator integrated with appropriate controller design, offers a possible 
solution to a wide range of applications that require fast, and precise manipulation over 
a large workspace. [2]  
 
There are several advantages offered by the manipulator of a Macro-Mini approach. 
First of all, this enables a modular approach in manipulator designs. The Mini 
manipulator can be designed locally to meet different requirements, such as control 
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bandwidth, accuracy, response time, etc. This feature would indicate cost saving in 
some industrial applications where a common base (Macro manipulator) can be used to 
perform multiple tasks, by mounting a different Mini manipulator module on it each 
time.  
 
Second, not to consider for a moment any control problems that might arise, a fast 
Mini manipulator should be able to enhance the performance of the Macro manipulator, 
by compensating for the settling time thus reducing cycle time, and compensating for 
tracking errors encountered in following a designed trajectory thus improve accuracy.  
 
Third, when it comes to flexible manipulators, the added Mini manipulator should be 
able to account for vibration and static deflections in the links.  
 
In some application domains such as hazardous waste cleanup, the narrow access of 
storage tank constrains the cross sectional area of the manipulator system. In such 
situation, a long reach manipulator with either minimum mass or minimum cross 
sectional area will be required.  
 
Similar flexibility in manipulator links also exists in space applications with the 
requirement of manipulator’s ability to boost its mass into orbit. In this case, a 
minimization of the robotic system mass while maintaining a large work volume is 
necessary. But the light weight manipulators with long links often vibrate with low 
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frequencies, typically within or near the desired bandwidth of the control system. The 
requirements of above mentioned tasks complicated the controller design of robotic 
systems, which is mainly attributed to their flexibility. 
 
With the Mini manipulator mounted at the end of the Macro manipulator, it offers a 
possible solution to account for these low frequency vibration modes, thus maintain 
stability and ensure desired performance.  
 
Fourth, a Macro-Mini approach enables dynamic control of higher degrees-of-freedom 
manipulators. Dynamic analysis is a rather complicated issue.  See Appendix for a 
sample equations-of-motion of a six degrees-of-freedom manipulator. It is impractical 
to use such complicated results in real-time controls. Also, using currently computation 
technologies, eg. Matlab 7 program runs on a computer with 2GB processor speed, 2 
GB of Random Access Memory (RAM), the computation is limited to six 
degrees-of-freedom manipulator. One degree higher, the complexity increases 
exponentially. The computer hangs in such a computation, and never shows the results. 
Theoretically speaking, if controller design is based on dynamics of Macro and Mini 
manipulators separately, the number of degrees-of-freedom that we can control using 
dynamics can be largely increased.  
 
In many field environments such as nuclear facilities or civil infrastructure sites, there 
is a need for remotely operated servicing tasks. Examples of such operations are the 
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inspection of underground storage tanks (Figure 1.1) [15] and the repair of bridges 
(Figure 1.2) [20]. Due to difficult accessibility and hazards, manipulators need to have 
long arms, which carry small dexterous manipulators close to the task locations. The 
full dynamics of such long reach manipulator systems (LRMS) are normally 
complicated due to the number of degrees-of-freedom. Modeling the systems as 
Macro-Mini manipulator systems offers a possible solution to the control system 
design with dynamics. 
 
Figure 1.1 Inspection of underground tanks [15] 
 
Figure 1.2 Inspection of bridges [20] 
 
1.2 Literature review  
The concept of using a fast, short reach manipulator mounted on a slower, long reach 
manipulator, also called a Macro-Micro or Macro-Mini manipulator, was first 
introduced by Sharon and Hogan [2] as a general means of improving a robot’s 
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controlled dynamic behavior. The Macro manipulator carries the Micro manipulator to 
the nearby area of a task, where the inherent features of both the Macro and Micro 
robots are used together with endpoint sensing to achieve the desired goal (see Figure 
1.3). The test-bed comprises a five degrees-of-freedom Micro manipulator (with only 
one axis in operation) and a one-axis flexible Macro manipulator. All the experiments 
carried out in this research involved motion along one axis only. The end-point 
position was measured using an optical sensor. It is seen that the Micro manipulator 
reaches its target very quickly and stabilizes itself on the target while the Macro 
manipulator is still moving. The Macro-Micro manipulator architecture was shown to 
be stable and well suited for high performance end-point control.  
 
 
Figure 1.3 Macro-Micro manipulator system with optical sensor [2] 
 
The critical issue that had to be addressed was the dynamic coupling between the 
Micro manipulator and Macro manipulator structure. It is tested by experiments and 
concluded, that if the effective end-point inertia of the Macro manipulator is much 
greater than the inertia of the Micro manipulator and load, the dynamic coupling can 
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be neglected, and the system remains stable for all gains.  
 
There were a great deal of physical properties of a Macro-Mini structure been analyzed. 
But the test bed used in this study is only a one axis manipulator system. The potential 
dynamic analysis and control issues may lie with higher degrees-of-freedom 
manipulators were not studied.  
 
The control of a two-link flexible manipulator with a Mini manipulator fixed at its end 
was studied by Ballhaus and Rock [30]. They implemented a controller where the 
Macro and the Mini manipulators were controlled independently with a PD law to 
achieve the desired end-point motion of the system. The results demonstrate that such 
a separated approach is limited and may lead to instability because of the dynamic 
coupling between the Macro and Mini manipulators. 
 
H.D. Stevens et al. [9] examined the controller design for a multiple-link flexible 
Macro manipulator carrying a rigid Mini manipulator. They have denied independent 
controller design, which assumes no coupling between the subsystems and partitions 
the controller design into two pieces: a Macro manipulator controller and a Mini 
manipulator controller. Because the Mini manipulator rides on the Macro manipulator, 
there will be coupling from the Mini manipulator control torques to the Macro 
manipulator. This one-way dynamic coupling leads to the interactions that reduce 
performance. They proposed a coupled control architecture, where the Mini 
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manipulator reference input is the difference between the desired tip position and the 
Macro manipulator end-point position. The application of this control architecture to 
an experimental flexible Macro- Rigid Mini manipulator system has shown that the 
Mini manipulator dynamic reference input creates a feedback loop between the two 
subsystems resulting in two-way coupling. It is further concluded that control system 
design must account for the effects of the two-way coupling between Macro and Mini 
manipulators to achieve guaranteed stability and desirable system performance. Failure 
to include the two-way coupling in the control system design reduces performance and 
can cause instability.  
 
Sharf [11] addressed the use of the Mini manipulators to damp the vibrations of the 
Macro manipulator when the task is outside the workspace of the Mini manipulators. A 
novel active damping algorithm was described. The algorithm was developed by using 
a different formulation for the dynamics of the system and it led to a solution of a 
novel manipulator dynamics problem. Sharf's simulations also illuminated the 
shortcomings of partitioning the control. Once the task enters the workspace of the 
Mini manipulator, the Mini manipulator not only discontinues damping the vibration 
modes, but allows the energy previously removed from the Macro subsystem returns to 
it. The performance of the system can be quite poor. Sharf's research also recognized 
the effects of the Mini manipulator control torques on the Macro subsystem, but did 




Yoshikawa et al. [26] have proposed the trajectory tracking control of flexible Macro 
and rigid Micro manipulator systems - a rigid Micro manipulator mounted in the 
end-effecter region of a large flexible link manipulator. The fast and high accuracy 
motion of this Micro manipulator is applied to compensate for the tip error of the 
Macro manipulator. The Macro-Mini manipulator system is analyzed as a complete 
system. They first develop a scheme for planning the joint trajectories of both the 
Macro and Micro manipulators, by utilizing the inherent kinematic redundancy of the 
system. The redundancy resolution problem is solved by maximizing the 
compensability measure, which essentially reflects the ability of the Micro robot to 
compensate for the deformation of the Macro manipulator. Yoshikawa et al. used a PD 
controller to realize the desired trajectory, by taking into account the corrections to the 
joint angles in the micro-robot to compensate for the deformations in the Macro 
manipulator. We note that the motion planning component of their procedure is based 
strictly on the kinematics of the system. Yoshikawa et al. [27] modified their previous 
PD controller to account for the dynamics of Macro-Micro manipulator. They also 
discussed the approach of hybrid position/ force control based on this flexible Macro 
and rigid Micro manipulator systems [28, 29]. In this control algorithm, the Macro 
manipulator part is controlled roughly to realize the desired trajectory, and suppress 
vibration. The Micro manipulator part is controlled to compensate for the position and 
force errors due to the deformation of the Macro part. But exact knowledge of the 
dynamics of the overall system is required for this control scheme. Generally it is very 
difficult to establish an accurate dynamic model of the system. As mentioned earlier, it 
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is even impractical, with current computation technologies, to solve for full dynamics 
of a manipulator system which has seven degrees-of-freedom or more. So this 
approach is limited to lower degrees-of-freedom manipulator systems, as compared to 
the controller designer proposed in this study. 
 
Cheng et al. [31] have developed a new algorithm for the trajectory tracking control of 
a Macro–Micro manipulator (M3) system based on neural networks. The control 
algorithm allows constraining the tracking errors within an arbitrarily small region 
around the origin. The designed neural network performs learning and control tasks 
online simultaneously and off-line training. Identification of the dynamic model is not 
required. The performance of the control scheme has been tested and compared with 
that of a proportional-derivative (PD) controller by simulations involving a three-link 
rigid Micro manipulator attached to a one-link flexible arm. However, this control 
scheme was not implemented in real-time.  
 
1.3 Objectives and scope of the study 
Based on research finding by Yoshikawa et al. [29], there is little difference between 
quasi-static control and dynamic control  when the manipulator moves slowly (See 
below for definitions of these two controllers). This is because the effect of inertia at 
the tip of the Macro-Micro manipulator system is small [22]. When the manipulator 
moves fast, however, the dynamic control is more effective. Position and force errors 
of the dynamic control are much smaller than those of the quasi-static control.  
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Quasi-static trajectory tracking controller [26]:  The complex dynamics of the 
Macro manipulator part is not taken into account in the control, and resultant tracking 
error is compensated by the Mini manipulator part using only geometry relationship.  
 
Dynamic trajectory tracking controller [27]: The kinematic relationship and 
equations of motion, relation between the manipulation vector and the input torque has 
been derived for the overall Macro-Micro manipulator system. The dynamic controller 
is obtained from these relationships.  
 
In this project, the aim is to explore the possibilities of position/trajectory tracking 
control of Macro-Mini manipulator system, using the kinematics and dynamics of 
separate Macro and Mini manipulators, instead of that of the overall system. This 
controller design would provide at least two benefits if proved to be effective: 
1. The Macro-Mini manipulator system will follow the given trajectory more closely 
or reach the goal position faster, as that compared to controlling the manipulators 
without dynamic analysis. 
2. A separated dynamic controller can be applied to higher degrees-of-freedom 
Macro-Mini manipulator systems, as compared to an overall dynamic controller. 
This is because of the limitations of current computation technology, as mentioned 
in previous sections.  
 
To break down the tasks in detail, the following works are to be done: 
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1. Building computational/software models of the Macro and the Mini manipulators 
separately, analyzing their kinematics, dynamics;  
2. Simulating trajectory tracking / position control of Macro and Mini manipulators to 
obtain individual performance. This also serves as an indirect indication of the 
correctness of Macro and Mini dynamics; 
3. Derivation of the overall control strategy for combined Macro-Mini manipulator 
system for trajectory tracking / positioning tasks, knowing the dynamics of a 
Macro system, and a Mini manipulator system; 
4. Comparing effectiveness of independent and coupled controller design [9]; 
5. Evaluation of effectiveness of the overall controller by software simulations; and 
6. Exploration of a few theoretical questions that remain unanswered, such as how 
good it can be to use a Macro-Mini manipulator system together to accomplish a 
task, as compared to a Macro manipulator system functions alone (when the Mini 
hold itself still); can an inaccurate Macro system achieve the accuracy and 
response of a Mini manipulator system if it carries a Mini manipulator system;  
 
The operational space formulation [16] [17] will be used for modeling robot dynamics. 
The operational space formulation is a framework for the analysis and control of 
manipulator systems with respect to the dynamic behavior of their end-effectors 
instead of joint positions.  
 
The joint space dynamic models (equations of joint motions) have been the basis for 
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various approaches to dynamic control of manipulators. However, task specification 
for motion and contact forces, dynamics, and force sensing feedback are closely linked 
to the end-effecter. The dynamic behavior of the end-effecter is one of the most 
significant characteristics in evaluating the performance of robot manipulator systems. 
 
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows, 
1. A Macro-Mini manipulator structure is designed and tested with software 
simulation. The simulation results show that the Macro manipulator performance 
can be improved by mounting a Mini manipulator at the end. A Macro-Mini 
manipulator structure is suitable for applications that require fast and precise 
motion over a large workspace. 
2. An overall controller for the Macro-Mini manipulator is designed based on 
independent controllers of Macro and Mini manipulators. High performance 
control of the combined system does not need calculation of full dynamics of the 
overall system. The successful breaking down of robot dynamics in controller 
design enables dynamic control of higher degrees-of-freedom manipulators.  
3. This study also enables a modular design approach for industrial robots. The Mini 
manipulator can be designed locally to meet different requirements. This feature 
would indicate cost saving in some industrial applications where a common base 
(Macro manipulator) can be used to perform multiple tasks, by mounting a 
different Mini manipulator module on it each time.  
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1.4 Organization of thesis 
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces 
the structure and parameters for both Macro and Mini manipulator. In Chapter 3 the 
kinematics and dynamics of Macro robot are derived. The end-effecter equations of 
motion are obtained in both joint space and operational space. Goal position and 
trajectory tracking control in operational space is simulated in Matlab. Chapter 4 
follows similar organization as Chapter 3. It presents the kinematics, dynamics and 
control of the Mini robot. Chapter 5 describes the structure and modeling of 
Macro-Mini manipulator, the combined system. Different overall control strategies are 
reviewed and a new overall control is proposed. The control strategy is simulated and 





Structure and Parameters for Macro and Mini 
Manipulators 
2.1 Robot structure 
Figure 2.1 (a) is a conceptual representation of the proposed Macro-Mini manipulator 
system for this study. The Mini manipulator rides on top of the Macro manipulator to 
form a Macro-Mini manipulator system. The figure is for illustration purpose only; the 
sizes of Macro and Mini manipulators shown may not be proportional to its designed 
size. 
 
This design is inspired by the bone structure of human arm and hand, as shown in 
Figure 2.1 (b). The Macro manipulator part, which has three revolute joints, joint 1 to 3, 
rotating about z, x, x, respectively, resembles the human arm with two 
degrees-of-freedom at the shoulder, and one degree-of-freedom at the elbow. 1L , 2L  
and 3L  denotes the three links of the Macro manipulator. 1θ , 2θ  and 3θ  are the joint 
positions.  
 
Similarly, The Mini manipulator part, which also has three revolute joints, joint 4 to 6, 
rotating about z, x, x, respectively, resembles the human hand, with two 
degrees-of-freedom at the wrist, and one degree-of-freedom at the bottom of all fingers. 
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Since the human hand motion is very complicated and it is not the focus of this study, the 
design only included one axis, joint 6, to resemble all the finger motions. One can 
imagine all the fingers are attached together. Thumb motion is neglected. The links of 
the Mini manipulator are defined as 4L , 5L  and 6L . Joint positions are defined as 4θ , 
5θ  and 6θ , as shown in Figure 2.1 (a). 
    
                (a)                                                (b) 





















Joint 1 and 2 





2.2 Software model and parameters of Macro-Mini 
manipulator 
In order to conduct software simulations of Macro-Mini manipulator system control, 
parameters have to be assigned to represent the manipulator structure proposed. We 
first decide on the link lengths and masses for the Macro manipulator. Since Link 1 is 
very short, for easy calculation and presentation, we approximate its link length to zero. 
That results zero mass for Link 1. We assume Link 2 and 3 both have unit length 
equals one meter and unit point mass at the end of each link equals one kilogram. 
 
In the Mini manipulator software model design, we have to consider the dynamic 
coupling between the Macro and Mini systems. In order that the dynamic coupling 
effect can be neglected during control, yet the system remains stable for all gains, we 
have to design the effective end-point inertia of the Macro manipulator is much greater 
than the inertia of the Mini manipulator and load. [2] 
 
With reference to the research of A. Sharon, et al. [2], the one-axis Macro manipulator 
has a mass equals to 2.97 kg, the one-axis Micro manipulator has a mass equals to 0.88 
kg. See Figure 2.2 for the modeling of their Macro-Micro manipulator system.  
 
The masses and lengths of the Mini manipulator are carefully chosen to much smaller 
than those of the Macro manipulator so that the dynamic coupling effect can be safely 
neglected in the simulations. The Mini manipulator was designed to have a set of 
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similar parameters as the Macro manipulator. See Table 2.1 for a full list of the 
assumed link lengths and masses.  
 
Figure 2.2 Model of a one-axis Macro-Micro manipulator [2] 
 
The Macro manipulator controller sample time is chosen to be 10 ms, which is a 
typical value for robot manipulators. The Mini manipulator has a sample time of 1 ms, 
which one tenth of that for the Macro manipulator. With this parameter set, we are 
expecting to see a much faster response of the Mini manipulator than that of the Macro 
manipulator.  
Table 2.1 Parameters of Macro and Mini manipulators 
 
 
It is assumed there is no joint limit for all joints. Maximum continuous torque is 
arbitrarily chosen. It is used for examples only. The real numbers can be found from 
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robot specifications. Noise is added to joint positions to enhance the realism in 
simulations. The joint error limits are arbitrarily chosen. Intuitively, the Macro 
manipulator can exert larger torque and has larger joint position errors than the Mini 
manipulator.  
 
2.3 Robot workspace analysis 
Macro manipulator 
Since there is no limit set on joint positions, the workspace of Macro manipulator is 
shown in Figure 2.3. It is a sphere with radius R=2m. 
 
Figure 2.3 Workspace of Macro manipulator 
 
Mini manipulator 
The workspace of Mini manipulator is shown in Figure 2.4. Similarly, it is a sphere 















Kinematics, Dynamics and Control of Macro 
manipulator 
The Macro manipulator has poorer accuracy, larger workspace, and slower response, as 
compared to the Mini manipulator. The kinematics and dynamics model are firstly 
studied and a software model of the Macro manipulator is built. The manipulator 
software model behavior is based on its kinematics and dynamics. An operational 
space framework [16] [17] is used to control the manipulator for a goal positioning 
task and a quintic trajectory tracking task. The simulation work is performed using 
Matlab and the performance of the Macro robot is analyzed.  
3.1 Kinematic model of the Macro robot 
The development of kinematic model of the Macro robot starts with frame assignment. 
We follow the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention shown by Fu et al [8] to assign 
frames to the Macro robot. 
Following procedure to form frame iO - i i ix y z (attached to link i) is used: 
1. Origin of the ith coordinate frame iO  is located at the intersection of joint axis 
i+1 and the common normal between joint axis i and i+1; 
2. ix  axis is directed along the extension line of the common normal; 
3. iz  is along the joint axis i+1; and 
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4. iy  axis is chosen such that. the resultant frame iO - i i ix y z  forms a right-hand 
coordinate system. 
In the Macro robot, Frame 0 is attached to the ground and serves as the reference frame. 
The three joint coordinates are defined such that the positive rotation is 
counter-clockwise along the axis, and their zero positions are with respect to the 
previous link, frame attachments at the robot’s initial position (also known as home 
position) are shown in Figure 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.1 Assignment of coordinate frames to the Macro robot at the robot’s home 
position 
 
Transformation matrix from Frame E to Frame 0 is derived as follows,  
                           
0 0 1 2




















According to D-H representation, the homogeneous transformation matrix from Frame 


































         (3.2) 
The four parameters , , ,i i i ia d α θ  in equation (3.2) are called D-H parameters. They 
are defined as follows. Figure 3.2 illustrates how to get D-H parameters. 
ia
   Length of common normal 
id
  Distance between the origin 1iO −  & point iH  
iα
  Angle between the joint axis i and iz  axis (in the right hand sense) 
iθ
 Angle between 1ix −  and the common normal i iH O  measured about 1iz −   
axis (in the right hand sense) 
 




From Figure 3.1, we get the values of D-H parameters for the Macro manipulator as 
follows: 
Table 3.1 D-H parameters for the Macro manipulator 
 
 
where 1q , 2q  and 3q are the generalized positions for joint 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
Applying equation (3.2) and substituting the values of the kinematic parameters from 
Table 3.1, we have, 
0
1
1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
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2
2 2 0 2
2 2 0 2
0 0 1 0












3 0 3 3
3 0 3 3
0 1 0 0











    
0
2
-s1c2 s1s2 1 -s1c2
c1c2 -c1s2 1 c1c2
s2 c2 0 s2











Applying Equation 3.1, we have the complete transformation from Frame 0 to Frame E 




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c123 c(1-2-3) c1 s123- s(1-2-3) - c123+ c(1-2-3)- s12- s(1-2)
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s(1-2-3)- s123 s1 c(1-2-3)+ c123 s(1-2-3)- s123+ c(1-2)+ c12
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
c23 0 23 c23+s2












The following shows the equivalent expressions used in the above result and 
throughout this thesis. 
c1 = cos(q1), c2 = cos(q2), c3 = cos(q3), s1 = sin(q1), s2 = sin(q2), s3 = sin(q3) 
c12 = cos(q1+q2), s12 = sin(q1+q2), c(1-2) = cos(q1-q2), s(1-2 )= sin(q1-q2) 
c123 = cos(q1+q2+q3), s123 = sin(q1+q2+q3) 
c(1-2-3) = cos(q1-q2-q3), s(1-2-3 )= sin(q1-q2-q3) 
 
Velocity of the end-effecter 
Velocity of the end-effecter comprises of linear and angular components, 











              (3.3) 
where v  and ω  are the linear and angular velocity vectors respectively.  n is the 
number of degrees-of-freedom. ( )J q  is the Jacobian matrix whose elements are 
              ( ) ( )ij i
i





                   
The Jacobian matrix ( )J q  is computed as follows,  
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for a revolute joint iθ  
for a prismatic joint iρ  
              1 2







J q q q q
Z Z Zε ε ε
∂ ∂ ∂ 
 
= ∂ ∂ ∂ 
 
 
          (3.4) 





















The Jacobian matrix expressed in Base Frame is called Basic Jacobian 0J .  
          













R Z R Z R Zε ε ε
 ∂ ∂ ∂
 ∂ ∂ ∂=  
  
 












= − + ×
∂
                     (3.6) 
inP  is a vector from origin of Frame i to origin of Frame n.  
Applying equation (3.5) to the Macro robot, we have 
0




Z P Z P Z P
J
Z Z Z


































Then we get the Basic Jacobian of Macro manipulator in its Base Frame, i.e. Frame 0. 
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It is denoted by 0 MJ . 
0
1 1 1 1 1 1
 s3c1c2+c3c1s2-c1c2 s123+ s(1-2-3)- c12+ c(1-2) s123+ s(1-2-3)
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
c3s1s2+s3s1c2-s1c2 c123- c(1-2-3)- s12+ s(1-2) c123- c(1-2-3)





















Linear velocity for the Macro manipulator at its end-effecter in its Base Frame, i.e. 













                          (3.7) 
0 0





1 1 1 1 1 1
 c1c2s3+c1s2c3-c1c2 s123+ s(1-2-3)- c12+ c(1-2) s123+ s(1-2-3)
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
s1s2c3+s1c2s3-s1c2 c123- c(1-2-3)- s12+ s(1-2) c123- c(1-2-3)










= − −   







3.2 Dynamic model of the Macro robot 
To derive a dynamic controller for Macro manipulator system, a relationship between 
an input torque vector and the joint position vector is calculated in this subsection. 
Dynamic model of the robot is derived using Lagrange Equation. The equations of 























                        (3.9) 
where K is the total kinetic energy of the manipulator. G is the gravity vector. τ  is the 
generalized force vector.  
Equation 3.9 can also be rewritten as follows, 
             ( ) ( ) ( )qGqqVqqM −=+ τ&&& ,         (3.10) 
( )M q  is called the Inertia Matrix. It is calculated as follows, 
             ( )3 0 0
1
i i i i
T T T
i v v Ci Ci Ci
i
M m J J J R I R Jω ω
=
= +∑              (3.11) 
where im  is the mass of link i. Ci is the center of mass of link i. CiI  is the inertia 
matrix of link i expressed in Frame Ci. U CiR  is the rotation matrix that rotates the 
expressions in Frame Ci to Base Frame 0. 
( ),V q q&  is called the Coriolis and Centrifugal terms. It is calculated as follows, 







































,                      (3.12) 
The Jacobian matrix 
iv
J can be directly obtained by differentiating the position 
vector
iC
p , which locates the center-of-mass of link i with respect to the manipulator 




Figure 3.3 Position of center of mass 
 
1 2








∂ ∂ ∂ 
=  ∂ ∂ ∂ 
L L      (3.13) 
The matrix 
iv
J can also be obtained from the general form, 
1 0 1 0 1 1 1( ) (1 ) (1 ) 0 0i i iv c i i i i jcJ q Z Z p Z Z pε ε ε ε− − = − + × − + × L L  (3.14) 
where 
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1 1 1 1
c123+ c(1-2-3)- s12- s(1-2)
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
s123+ s(1-2-3)+ c12+ c(1-2)













Because the Macro manipulator has 3 point mass at the end of each joint, m1 = 0 kg, 
m2 = 1 kg, m3 = 1 kg, 
ijcp  can easily be obtained from the following equation 










ijP  is the vector from origin of Frame i to origin of Frame j. which can be obtained 
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1 1 1 1 1 1
 c1c2s3+c1s2c3-c1c2 s123+ s(1-2-3)- c12+ c(1-2) s123+ s(1-2-3)
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
s1s2c3+s1c2s3-s1c2 c123- c(1-2-3)- s12+ s(1-2) c123- c(1-2-3)













The Jacobian matrix 
i
Jω  is given by 

















0 0 1 0
1 0 0
c
J Z Z sω
 
 









J Z Z Z s sω
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= =  
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Ci Ci yyi Ci
zzi
I







      (3.16) 
where Ixxi, Iyyi, Izzi are the moment of inertia about the principle axis of the hollow 
cylinder. 0 CiR  is the rotational matrix that transforms the expressions in Frame Ci to 
Frame 0. And Ci is the center of mass of ith link.  
 
Since the mass of each link is centered at one single point mass, the moment of inertia 
of each link is zero.  
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
xxi
T
Ci Ci yyi Ci
zzi
I
I R I R
I
   
   
= =   
   
   
 
Then we have the Inertia Mass Matrix for the Macro manipulator, 
( )3 30 0
1 1
i i i i i i i i
T T T T
i v v C Ci C i v v
i i
M m J J J R I R J m J Jω ω
= =
= + =∑ ∑           (3.17) 
3 1
- cos(2q3+2q2)-s3-sin(q3+2q2)+cos(2q2) 0 0
2 2
( ) 0 3-2s3 1 3














Centrifugal and Coriolis terms 
Using the Christoffel symbols, the vector ( , )b q q& can be obtained from the partial 
derivatives of M(q) and the generalized velocities, q& . The Christoffel symbols are 
( )jkiikjijkijk mmmb −+= 2
1
 









=                         (3.18) 
Using the Christoffel symbols, the centrifugal and Coriolis force vector can be written 
as 
( ) [ ]2, ( ) ( )V q q C q q B q qq = + & & & &      (3.19) 





×  matrix associated with the Coriolis term given by 
1,12 1,1 1,23 1,2 1,( 1)
2,12 2,1 2,23 2,2 2,( 1)
,12 ,1 ,23 ,2 ,( 1)
( ) 2
n n n n
n n n n
n n n n n n n n n
b b b b b
b b b b b
B q













M M M M M M M M
L L L
   (3.20) 





















M M M M
L
     (3.21) 
2q  &  and [ ]qq& &  are the symbolic notations for the ( 1) 12
n n −




2 2 2 2
1 2
T
nq q q q   =   & & & &L      (3.22) 
and 
[ ] [ ]1 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 4 2 1 Tn n n nqq q q q q q q q q q q q q q q−=& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &L L L  (3.23) 
Apply Equations (3.20) and (3.21), the following can be obtained for the Macro robot,  
( )
-2 cos(q3+2 q2)-2 sin(2 q2)+sin(2 q3+2 q2), -c3-cos(q3+2 q2)+sin(2 q3+2 q2) 0
0 0 2 3
0 0 0
B q c







cos(q3+2 q2)+sin(2 q2)- sin(2 q3+2 q2) 0 3
2
1 1 1







 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −
 
 




Gravity term is given by 
( )1 1 2 2( ) T T Tv v vn nG q J m g J m g J m g= − + + +L     (3.24) 
0





= ⋅ ⋅ 
 ⋅ 
 
g = [0 0 -9.81]T is specified in Frame 0.  
Equations of Motion 
The equations of motion is in the form 
( ) ( ) ( ),M q q V q q G q τ+ + =&& &       (3.25) 
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Operational Space Dynamics 
The end-effecter equations of motion in operational space can be written [16] [17] in 
the form 
( ) ( , ) ( )x x x x p x FµΛ + + =&& &        (3.26) 
where ( )xΛ  is the kinetic energy matrix of the system with respect to the operational 
point, x . ( , )x xµ &  represents the centrifugal and Coriolis forces acting at the same 
operational point, and ( )p x depicts the gravitational forces also expressed at that point. 
F is the generalized force vector expressed in the operational space. 
The relationship between the components of the joint space dynamic model and those 




1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Tx J q M q J q− −Λ =       (3.27) 
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )Tx x J q V q q h q qµ −= − Λ& &     (3.28) 
( ) ( ) ( )Tp x J q G q−=        (3.29) 
where 
( ) ( )h q J q q= & &         (3.30) 




        (3.31) 
 
3.3 Operational space Macro manipulator control 
3.3.1 Goal position 
The task is to control the 3DOF Macro robot end-effecter to reach a goal position 
within its workspace in 3D space. The task is non-redundant with respect to its degree 
of freedom.  
Operational space control 
We apply the following control structure, 
( ) ( ) ( )*ˆ ˆ ˆ,F x F x x p xµ= Λ + +&                   (3.32) 
where ( )ˆ xΛ , ( )ˆ ,x xµ & and ( )pˆ x  represent the estimates of ( )xΛ , ( ),x xµ & and ( )p x . 
*F is the control input. 
A linear dynamic behavior can be obtained by selecting 
* ( )v p gF k x k x x= − − −&                   (3.33) 
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where gx  is the goal position of the end-effecter. pk  and vk  are the PD gains.  
Knowing that gx&  and gx&& are zeros, the above dynamic decoupling and motion control 
result in the following end-effecter closed loop behavior,  
0v pK Kε ε ε+ + =&& &                       (3.34) 
where   
gx xε = −                          (3.35) 
The following working shows how the closed loop behavior is obtained  
Assume we have an exact dynamic model of the robot, 
( ) ( )ˆ x xΛ = Λ , ( ) ( )ˆ , ,x x x xµ µ=& &  and ( ) ( )pˆ x p x=  
from  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )*ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x x x x p x x F x x p xµ µΛ + + = Λ + +&& & &  
we get 
* ( )v p gx F k x k x x= = − − −&& &  
The closed loop system is a second order system. In Laplace domain, it is 
2 2( 2 ) 0n ns sξω ω ε+ + =                       (3.36) 
where nω  is the natural frequency of the second order system. ξ  is the dumping 
ratio.  
Choose the following value for the gains 
2
p nk ω=                             (3.37) 
v 2 nk ξω=                            (3.38) 
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the control structure. 
 
Figure 3.4 Goal Position control block diagram of the Macro robot, in time domain 
 
Assume we have sensors to measure q  and q& , from which we can compute tip 
position 03P  by knowing forward kinematics. 03P  is composed of the first three rows 
of the last column in Matrix 03T . We can also compute x&  from q&  using Basic 
Jacobian (Equation (3.3)).  
 
Simulation 
The simulation platform is created using MATLAB. We arbitrarily choose [0.1679 
-0.7571 0.4255] as the goal position. Maximum continuous torque is set to 50(Nm). 
This number is often determined by the physical limits of real-life robots, which can be 
found in robot specifications. Depending on the motor type, gear ratio, and other motor 
attributes, this number may vary. The 50 (Nm) maximum continuous torque is used as 




( )ˆ xΛ  
( ) ( )ˆ ˆ,x x p xµ +&  
( ) ( ) ( ),F x x x x p xµ= Λ + +&& &  g













the end-effecter equations of motion in joint space, exceeds the maximum continuous 
torque, it is set at the maximum 50(Nm). Random noise of up to 10-3 rad is added to 
joint positions, to make the simulation more realistic and closer to real robots. 
Sampling time is chosen as 10(ms). The following set of parameters is used for 
computation of PD gains: 30, 1nω ξ= = . 
The simulation results using this set of parameters are shown in Figure 3.5.  























Figure 3.5 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for Macro 
goal position control 
 
Conclusion 
The response is similar to a second-order system reference input response. After about 
1.4 seconds, the tip reaches the goal position and stays there. The steady state error is 




3.3.2 Trajectory tracking 
The task is to control the 3DOF Macro robot end-effecter to follow 3D trajectory. The 
starting and ending points are given, a fifth order quintic curve is then generated 
between the starting and ending point.    
Trajectory generation 
 
Figure 3.6 A quintic curve in x direction 
 
Define the trajectory as a quintic curve in x, y, and z directions. In x direction, the 
equation is 
2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5( )x t c c t c t c t c t c t= + + + + +                (3.39) 
At time 0t = , and ft t= we have the following initial and ending conditions, 
respectively, 


























   
Put these conditions into Equation (3.39), we can then solve for ic  using the follows, 
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 + + + + + =
 + + + + =

+ + + =
 
The same procedures are applied on y and z directions to solve for the coefficients 
respectively.  
 
Operational space control 
For tasks where the desired motion of the end-effecter is specified, a linear dynamic 
behavior can be obtained by selecting 
* ( ) ( )d v d p dF x k x x k x x= − − − −&& & &                   (3.40) 
where dx , dx&  and dx&&  are the desired position, velocity and acceleration, respectively,  
of the end-effecter. pk  and vk  are the position and velocity gains.  
Similar to goal position control, the above dynamic decoupling and motion control 
result in the following end-effecter closed loop behavior  
0v pK Kε ε ε+ + =&& &                       (3.41) 
where   
dx xε = −                          (3.42) 




Figure 3.7 Control block diagram of the Macro robot, in time domain 
 
Simulation 
For Macro robot, the end-effecter starts at its home position [0 1 1], ends at an 
arbitrary position within its workspace. We use the same set of numbers chosen for 
goal position control, [0.1679 -0.7571 0.4255], as ending position. All other parameters 
remain the same as those in goal position control. Figure 3.8 shows the desired 
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( )ˆ xΛ  
( ) ( )ˆ ˆ,x x p xµ +&  


















The simulation results using this set of parameters are shown in Figure 3.9.  























Figure 3.9 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for Macro 
trajectory tracking control, with torque limit 



























Figure 3.10 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for Macro 





In both cases, with or without torque limit, the tip moves along the desired trajectory 
closely. When the torques applied is limited to 50Nm, maximum tip error ranges from 
0.1 to 0.15m. The steady state error is about 0~9×10-3 m.  
 
If there was larger torque limit or no limit imposed on the joints, better control could 
be achieved, i.e. smaller tip tracking errors are observed. As shown in Figure 3.10, Tip 




Kinematics, Dynamics and Control of Mini 
manipulator 
The Mini manipulator is very similar in structure with the Macro manipulator, but has 
higher accuracy, smaller workspace, and faster response. The same procedures are used 
to solve for the kinematics and dynamics model of the Mini robot. Results are listed in 
the following sections. A software model of the Mini manipulator is built on top of the 
results. Operational space framework is applied for high performance control of the 
Mini manipulator (goal position and trajectory tracking).  
 
4.1 Kinematic model of the robot 
 
Figure 4.1 Assignment of coordinate frames to the Mini robot at the robot’s home 
position 
 

















the reference frame of the Mini robot. It refers to the same Frame 3 as in Macro robot 
frame assignment. The purpose is to be consistent in frame assignments, so that to save 
computation efforts from transformation from one frame to another. Expression of 
Frame 6 in Frame 3 is derived as follows,  
                           
3 3 4 5
6 4 5 6T T T T=  (4.1) 
From the frame assignment in Figure 4.1, we get the values of D-H parameters for the 
Mini manipulator as follows:  
Table 4.1 D-H parameters for the Mini manipulator 
 
where 4q , 5q  and 6q are the generalized positions for joint 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
Since the Mini manipulator has all revolute joints, they are equal to 4θ , 5θ  and 6θ , 
respectively. 
Applying equation (3.2) we have, 
3
4
4 0 4 0
4 0 4 0
0 1 0 0
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Then we have the complete transformation from Frame 6 to Frame 3 as follows,   
3
6
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c456 c(4-5-6) c4 s456- s(4-5-6) - c456+ c(4-5-6)- s45- s(4-5)
2 2 2 2 20 20 20 20
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s(4-5-6)- s456 s4 c(4-5-6)+ c456 s(4-5-6)- s456+ c(4-5)+ c45
2 2 2 2 20 20 20 20
1 1
c56 0 56 c56+ s5
10 10














The following shows the equivalent expressions used in the above result and 
throughout this thesis. 
C4 = cos(q4), c5= cos(q5), c6 = cos(q6), s4 = sin(q4), s5 = sin(q5), s6 = sin(q6) 
c45 = cos(q4+q5), s45 = sin(q4+q5), c(4-5) = cos(q4-q5), s(4-5 )= sin(q4-q5) 
c456 = cos(q4+q5+q6), s456 = sin(q4+q5+q6) 
c(4-5-6) = cos(q4-q5-q6), s(4-5-6 )= sin(q4-q5-q6) 
 
Velocity of the end-effecter 
Applying equation (3.5) to the Mini robot, we have 
3
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Then we get the Basic Jacobian of Mini manipulator in its Base Frame, i.e. Frame 3, 
which is denoted by 3 mJ . 
3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s456- s(4-5-6)- c45- c(4-5) s456+ s(4-5-6)- c45+ c(4-5) s456+ s(4-5-6)
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c456+ c(4-5-6)- s45- s(4-5) c456- c(4-5-6)- s45+ s(4-5) c456- c(4-5-6)
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Linear velocity for the Mini manipulator at its end-effecter in its Base Frame, i.e. 













              (4.3) 
3 3
m mv mv J q= &        (4.4) 
3
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4.2 Dynamic model of the Mini robot 
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      (4.5) 
where Ixxi, Iyyi, Izzi are the moment of inertia about the principle axis of the hollow 
cylinder. Since the mass of each link is centered at one single point mass, the moment 
of inertia of each link is zero.  
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Using Equation (3.17), we have the Inertia Mass Matrix as follows,  
3 1 1 1 1
- c(2q6+2q5)- s6- s(q6+2q5)+ c(2q5) 0 0
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Centrifugal and Coriolis terms 
( )
1 1 1 1 1 1
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With g = [0 0 -9.81]T is specified in Frame 3  
Equations of Motion 
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4.3 Operational space robot control 
4.3.1 Goal position 
Simulation 
The control strategy for Mini manipulator is exactly the same as that of the Macro 
manipulator. The only differences are the robot and control parameters, i.e. pK  and vK . 
We use the Macro goal position [0.1679 -0.7571 0.4255] times 0.1 as the goal position 
for Mini manipulator. Maximum continuous torque is 5 (Nm). Each joint error is less 
than 10-5(rad). Sampling time is 1(ms). The following set of parameters is used for 
computation of PD gains: 300, 1nω ξ= = . 
The simulation results using this set of parameters are shown in Figure 4.2.  






















Figure 4.2 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for Mini 





The response is similar to a second-order system reference input response. After about 
0.3 seconds, the tip reaches the goal position and stays there. We notice that the 
response of the Mini manipulator is much faster than the Macro.  
 
4.3.2 Trajectory tracking 
Simulation 
For Mini robot, the end-effecter starts at its home position [0 0.1 0.1], ends at an 
arbitrary position within its workspace. We use the set of numbers chosen for goal 
position control, 0.1×[0.1679 -0.7571 0.4255], as ending position. All other parameters 
remain the same as those in goal position control. Figure 4.3 shows the desired 
trajectory, velocity and acceleration generated from the starting and ending points. The 




Similar as the Macro robot, the Mini robot tip moves along the desired trajectory very 
closely. Maximum end-effecter error ranges from 4×10-4 to 8×10-4 m. The steady state 
end-effecter error includes deflections of the robot structure, and actuator/servo 
resolution. It is about 6×10-5 m. We notice that the Mini robot has a much smaller 
errors than the Macro robot. 
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Figure 4.3 Desired trajectory, velocity and acceleration for Mini manipulator 
 
The simulation results using this set of parameters are shown in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for Mini 





Overall Control for Combined Macro-Mini 
manipulator System 
With the first few research objectives achieved in Chapter 3 and 4 - high performance 
control of a 3DOF manipulator with dynamics analysis,  an overall control strategy 
for combined Macro-Mini manipulator system is explored and analyzed in this chapter, 
based on research findings from the above two chapters. 
 
5.1 Macro-Mini manipulator structure and modeling 
The assignment of frames is shown in Figure 5.1. D-H parameters, shown in Table 5.1, 
for the Macro-Mini manipulator is derived from the assigned frames. 
 
The kinematics and dynamics of the Macro-Mini manipulator system are derived based 
on this set of parameters. The expressions are much more complicated than the Macro 
or Mini manipulator system. Computations take several minutes or even longer to 
finish one round. Such computation speed is obviously impossible to be used in 
real-time control. Typical sample time for a robot controller is 10ms. The result of the 





Figure 5.1 Assignment of coordinate frames to the Macro-Mini robotic system 






































5.2 Control structure for Macro-Mini manipulator 
Method 1 
One proposed method of control for Macro-Mini manipulator is to treat the system as 
one and derive an overall controller based on the combined system. This method does 
not use any individual controller for Macro or Mini manipulator. An illustration of 
control structure is shown is Figure 5.2. In this case, we need to use the overall 
kinematics and dynamics of the 6DOF Macro-Mini manipulator system. As a 
conclusion from the above section, this method can be used for lower DOF systems. 
But for our proposed system, the computations are too slow to be used for real-time 
control.  
 
Figure 5.2 Tip position control using an overall control strategy regardless of individual 
controllers for Macro and Mini manipulators. 
 
Another issue with this method is that the 6DOF robot is redundant with respect to its 
tasks. The task is to control the tip of Macro-Mini manipulator to reach a goal position 
or to follow a desired trajectory in 3D space. The tasks only require 3 
degrees-of-freedom. We will have to deal with redundancy problem together with the 
complicated computations in the control. Thus this method may not be the best choice 
Overall Control (Operational space control) 
Macro-Mini system 
Macro manipulator Mini manipulator 
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for control.  
Method 2 
Another proposed method is to design subsystem controllers independently and 
connect them to form a combined subsystem controller [2] [30], as shown in Figure 5.3. 
The Mini manipulator controller is designed to respond very quickly to a static 
reference input while the Macro controller is designed to position the Macro end-point, 
which is assumed to be a rigid body, as quickly as possible.  
 
Figure 5.4 illustrates the detailed trajectory determination process in one direction. 
Firstly, the tip of Macro-Mini manipulator system is given a task to perform, that 
translates to a desired trajectory for the tip x(t). The Mini robot desired trajectory is a 
constant value r, which is a user specified value with the only restriction that the Mini 
robot tip is placed within the workspace of Mini robot. For example, r can be the 
desired posture for the Mini manipulator. The difference between desired tip position 
and the current Macro end-point position (expressed in the same frame, typically 
Frame 0) is controlled to follow the reference r. The desired trajectory for Macro is 
simply the tip position minus off the Mini reference, expressed in Base Frame. 
 
The desired position for Mini manipulator is defined beforehand, i.e. the Mini 
manipulator stabilizes itself to the predefined reference throughout the control process 
while Macro is achieving the tasks. In this case, the subsystems react with their 




Figure 5.3 Determination of Macro and Mini manipulator trajectories, in x direction 
 
Ballhaus developed independent controllers for a Macro-Mini manipulator system 
where the Macro is a two-link flexible manipulator. He describes an undesirable 
interaction between the Macro and Mini manipulators when the gains on the Mini 
manipulator controller are too large [30], resulting in performance limitations on the 
overall system. This control method does not take full advantage of the fast response of 
the Mini manipulator as the Mini manipulator reference input is based on a static value 
and the Mini cannot compensate for steady-state positioning errors in the Macro 
subsystem, which dominate the performance.  
 
Figure 5.4 Control structure for Macro-Mini manipulator system when the two 
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We propose a new method of control. Independent controllers of Macro and Mini 
manipulators are used. Macro and Mini manipulators take turns to move, that is, at any 
point of time, only a 3DOF robot is moving. The task is three dimensional goal 
positioning or trajectory tracking, thus the combined system is not redundant with 
regard to its tasks. There is no redundancy issue with this control strategy.  
 
The desired Macro end-point position follows a given task expressed in the Base 
Frame. The reference input for Mini manipulator is a dynamic value, which is the 
difference between desired tip position and the current Macro end-point position 
(expressed in the same frame, typically Frame 0). If the reference is within the 
workspace of Mini manipulator, the Mini manipulator moves toward the reference. 
Otherwise, it holds its current posture. A feedback loop is closed creating an interaction 
between the Macro and Mini manipulator subsystems. The simulation results are 
discussed in the next section.  
 
Figure 5.5 Tip position control using an overall control strategy on top of individual 
controllers for Macro and Mini manipulators. 
 
Control for Macro 
(Operational space 
control) 




Macro manipulator Mini manipulator 
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5.3 Macro-Mini manipulator control simulations 
5.3.1 Goal position control with one way coupling 
The task is to control the 6DOF Macro-Mini robot tip to reach a goal position within 
its workspace in 3D space. The robot moves according to the following control steps 
until the simulation time finishes.  
Control steps 
1. Use independent Macro controller to make the Macro end-point move toward the 
goal position, expressed in Frame 0. 
2. The Mini manipulator reference input is the difference between goal position and 
current Macro end-point position, expressed in the same frame. 
3. Check whether the Mini manipulator reference input is within the reach of Mini 
manipulator. If yes, go to step 4; otherwise go to step 1. 
4. Use independent Mini manipulator controller to make the Mini manipulator 
end-point (tip of the Macro-Mini manipulator system) to follow the reference. 
5. Go back to step 1.  





Figure 5.6 Macro-Mini manipulator overall control steps 
 
Figure 5.7 illustrates the control structure. 
 
Figure 5.7 Overall control strategies on top of individual controllers for Macro and Mini 





























Macro end-point moves toward the goal position 
Calculate Mini reference input  
Yes 
Mini end-point follows the reference 
No 
Check whether reference is within 
the reach of Mini manipulator 
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0.1] and goal position at [0.1679 -0.7571 0.4255] + [0 0.1 0.1]. If the Mini robot holds 
itself still from start to end, the Macro behaves exactly the same as when it moves 
alone. Maximum continuous torque, joint error, and sampling time remain the same as 
those in individual controls. The following set of parameters is used for computation of 
PD gains. For Macro manipulator, 30, 1nω ξ= = . For Mini manipulator, 
300, 1nω ξ= = . 
The simulation results using this set of parameters are shown in Figure 5.8.  
































Figure 5.8 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for 
Macro-Mini manipulator goal position control with one way coupling 
 
In Figure 5.8, Ex , Ey and Ez are the Macro end-effecter errors in x, y and z direction, 
respectively. Tx , Ty and Tz are the tip errors in x, y and z direction, respectively. The 





The time taken to reach the goal is about 1.0 seconds. As compared to the Macro 
settling time, 1.4 seconds, the combined system has improved its performance. The 
Macro is dominating the performance of the combined system.  The steady state error 
is 0 ~ 4×10-4, which is similar to the Mini manipulator performing alone. The Mini 
manipulator has improved the overall accuracy of the combined system. 
5.3.2 Goal position control with two way coupling 
We have also tried to calculate the desired Macro position as the difference of desired 
tip position (goal position) and Mini manipulator offset, keeping the rest unchanged. 
This modification on method 3 creates a two way coupling between the Macro 
manipulator and Mini manipulator. Figure 5.9 illustrates this control strategy.  
 
Conclusion 
The time taken to reach the goal is about 1.5 seconds. As compared to the Macro 
settling time, 1.4 seconds, the combined system doesn’t have any advantage. The 
steady state error is 0 ~ 9×10-4, which is close to that of the Mini manipulator. The 
combined system has better accuracy than the Macro alone. 
Compared to the control performance of one way coupling, the combined system has 




Figure 5.9 Overall control strategies on top of individual controllers for Macro and Mini 
manipulators (two way coupling) 
 
The simulation results are shown in Figure 5.10. Legends are the same as Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.10 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for 





























5.3.3 Trajectory tracking control with one way coupling 
The task is to control the 6DOF Macro-Mini robot end-effecter to follow 3D trajectory. 
The end-point starts at [0 1 1] + [0 0.1 0.1] and ends at [0.1679 -0.7571 0.4255] + [0 
0.1 0.1]. A fifth order quintic curve is generated between the starting and ending point. 
Figure 5.11 shows the desired tip trajectory, velocity and acceleration generated. The 
functions have the same appearance but different scale as those of the Macro or Mini 
robot. 





















































Desired tip trajectory in 3D space (m) 
y-axis 
z-axis 
Desired tip velocity (m/s) 
 
Figure 5.11 Desired tip trajectory, velocity and acceleration for Macro-Mini manipulator 
 
Simulation 
The control steps are similar to goal position control. The only difference is that, 
instead of one goal throughout the control, there is a series of goals, i.e. the trajectory.  
The simulation results using this set of parameters are shown in Figure 5.12.  
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Figure 5.12 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for 
Macro-Mini manipulator trajectory tracking control with one way coupling 
 
Conclusion 
The steady state error is 0 ~ 5×10-4, which is similar to the Mini manipulator 
performing alone. Without the Mini manipulator, the error would be 0 ~ 0.01, as shown 
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in Figure 5.12. The Maximum tracking error is 0.01, as compared to the 0.06 when 
Macro moving alone, the Mini manipulator has improved the overall performance of 
the combined system. 
 
5.3.4 Trajectory tracking control with two way coupling 
Calculate the desired Macro position as the difference of desired tip position and Mini 
manipulator offset, keeping the rest unchanged. The simulation results are shown in 
Figure 5.13. Legends are the same as Figure 5.8. 
 
Conclusion 
The overall control makes the Mini manipulator stretches to its limit very fast and after 
which, the Mini manipulator is not able to compensate for the tracking and steady state 
error. The performance is close to that of the Macro performing alone. This overall 
control strategy is not making full use of the Mini manipulator to improve the 












































Figure 5.13 Torque of each joint and tip position error in x, y and z directions for 






In summary, Chapter 5 has discussed the kinematics and dynamics of Macro-Mini 
manipulator system. Three different methods for overall control are proposed. The first 
method is not realizable. The second method was tried by other researchers before [2] 
[30], but it was found that the overall system performance is dominated by the Macro. 
The benefits of having a Mini manipulator in the system are not taken full advantage 
of.  
 
A new method is then proposed, the third one, for the overall control. Simulations are 
done to achieve high performance goal position and trajectory tracking control. The 
results shown that after adding the Mini manipulator, the Macro manipulator can 
achieve faster response time in goal position control, smaller tracking error in 
trajectory tracking control, and smaller steady state error in both.  
 
A modification on method 3, the two way coupling control, is also simulated. The 
overall controller is not taking full advantage of the Mini manipulator, to improve 







Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
In conclusion, the results of Macro/Mini manipulator study can be summarized as 
below. 
1. The simulation results show that the Macro manipulator performance can be 
improved by mounting a Mini manipulator at the end. 
2. High performance control of the combined system does not need calculation of 
full dynamics of the overall system. The overall control is based on independent 
controllers of Macro manipulator and Mini manipulator.  
3. This enables us to achieve better accuracy and faster speed by simply adding a 
Mini manipulator to a readily available Macro. The manufacturing cost could be 
much less than that of making a whole new manipulator system at the same 
performance requirement.  
4. This study also enables greater flexibility for different combinations with different 
manipulation tasks, in the sense that by changing the Mini manipulator part, 
without any modification on the Macro part, the overall system can perform a 
different job. Because the original Macro controller remains unchanged in the 
proposed overall control scheme.  
5. The simulation results demonstrated that the control of high degrees-of-freedom 
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manipulators with dynamics can be realized by breaking them down into two 
lower degrees-of-freedom manipulators. The computation of dynamics becomes 
much easier. Thus the controller design would be easier. 
 
6.2 Future work 
Following ideas are proposed for future studies using Macro-Mini manipulators 
1. Due to the long reach and light weight features in many Macro-Mini applications, 
the Macro manipulators are structurally flexible. They vibrate with low frequencies, 
typically within or near the desired bandwidth of the control system. It is 
mentioned earlier in this thesis, with the Mini manipulator offers a possible 
solution to account for these low frequency vibration modes, thus maintain stability 
and ensure desired performance. However, the effects of vibration modes and 
frictions are not simulated in the software model of both Macro and Mini 
manipulator. Also, this study did not include the vibrations analysis in the 
controller design. It would be a great challenge to incorporate these factors in the 
robot software model and controller design.  
2. This control scheme was not implemented real -time. Future work would be to 
develop a Macro-Mini manipulator system and to achieve high performance 
control of each subsystem. Then implement the overall control algorithm on the 
robots. Study the effects which are not modeled in the simulations and try to 
modify the overall control to compensate for them.  
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3. This simulation has achieved high performance position control, i.e. goal position 
and trajectory tracking controls. Extension of this work could be to achieve high 
performance control of Macro-Mini manipulator with force control or hybrid 
position/force control. With the same overall control structure, but different sensor 
information, try to see whether the control scheme still works. 
4. Another work would be to explore possibility of high performance control of 
redundant manipulators which have more than 6DOF and need to be broken down 
into three or more parts, such as an elephant trunk robot structure studied by 
Hannan, M.W., Walker, I.D. [10]. The extension to a combined robot with more 
parts without considering frictions and vibrations is theoretically straightforward; 
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Appendix: Equations of Motion for Combined 
Macro-Mini Manipulator System 
The following shows the equations of motion for Combined Macro-Mini Manipulator 
System, i.e. the overall dynamics of a 6DOF manipulator system, based on the 
parameters assumed in this thesis. The purpose of attaching it here is to show the 
complexity of a 6DOF serial manipulator system. If the studied system does not have 
point mass for all links, which is usually true in real-life cases, the equations will be 
further complicated by the inertia matrix of each link. It is impractical to use such a 
formulation for real-time control of a manipulator. One can also imagine how 
complicated the equations of motion for a seven or higher degrees-of-freedom 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                                                                   
(-1/4000*cos(q6+q3+q2-q4)+1/2000*sin(q2+q3+q4)+1/200*sin(q6+q5+q2+q3+q4)-1/200*sin(-q6-
q5+q2+q3-q4)-1/4000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+q3+q2-q4)+1/200*sin(-q6-q5+q2+q3+q4)-1/200*sin(q6+q
5+q2+q3-q4)-1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q4+q3+q2)-1/8000*cos(-2*q5+2*q4+q3+q2-q6)+1/4000*
cos(q6+2*q5-q4+q3+q2)-1/2000*sin(q2+q3-q4)+1/8000*cos(-q6-2*q4+q3+q2)-1/8000*sin(2*q6+
2*q5-2*q4+q3+q2)+1/4000*cos(-q6-2*q5+q3+q2+q4)-1/8000*cos(q6+2*q4+q3+q2)-1/4000*cos(-
q6-2*q5-q4+q3+q2)-1/8000*cos(q6+2*q5+2*q4+q3+q2)+1/4000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+q3+q2+q4)+1/4
000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q3+q2+q4)-1/8000*cos(-q6+2*q4+q3+q2)-1/4000*cos(-q6+q3+q2+q4)+1/80
00*cos(2*q5-2*q4+q6+q3+q2)+1/4000*cos(q6+q4+q3+q2)+1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5-2*q4+q3+q2)
-1/4000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q3+q2-q4)+1/4000*cos(-q6-q4+q3+q2)+1/8000*cos(-2*q4+q3+q2+q6)+
1/8000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+2*q4+q3+q2)-1/4000*cos(q6+2*q5+q4+q3+q2)+1/8000*cos(-q6-2*q5-2*
q4+q3+q2))*qv1*qv3+(1/4000*cos(q6+q3+q2-q4)-1/2000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q3+q2)+1/2000*cos(q
6+q3+q2)+1/2000*sin(q2+q3+q4)+1/2000*cos(q6+2*q5+q3+q2)+1/2000*cos(-q6+q3+q2)+1/2000
*cos(-2*q5+q3+q2-q6)+1/2000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+q3+q2)-1/4000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+q3+q2-q4)+1/40
00*cos(q6+2*q5-q4+q3+q2)+1/2000*sin(q2+q3-q4)-1/4000*cos(-q6-2*q5+q3+q2+q4)-1/4000*co
s(-q6-2*q5-q4+q3+q2)-1/4000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+q3+q2+q4)-1/4000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q3+q2+q4)-1/
4000*cos(-q6+q3+q2+q4)+1/4000*cos(q6+q4+q3+q2)-1/4000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q3+q2-q4)-1/4000
*cos(-q6-q4+q3+q2)+1/4000*cos(q6+2*q5+q4+q3+q2))*qv1*qv4-981/40000*sin(q6+q5+q2+q3+
q4)+(1/800*cos(-q6-q5+q4+q3)-1/8000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+2*q3+2*q2-q4)-1/400*cos(-q6-q5+q3+2*
q2)+1/32000*cos(-2*q4+2*q3+2*q2+q6)-1/32000*sin(2*q6+2*q5-2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)-1/16000*co
s(2*q4-q6)+1/32000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)+1/800*cos(q6+q5+q4+q3+2*q2)+1/3200
0*cos(-q6-2*q5+2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)-1/8000*cos(-q6-2*q5-q4+2*q3+2*q2)+1/16000*sin(2*q6+2*
q5+2*q4)-1/16000*cos(2*q5+2*q4+q6)+1/1600*cos(q6)+1/32000*cos(-q6-2*q5-2*q4+2*q3+2*q
2)+3/16000*cos(q6+2*q5+2*q3+2*q2)+1/200*sin(q6+q5)-1/800*sin(2*q3+2*q2+q6+q5-q4)-1/80
0*sin(2*q3+2*q2-q6-q5-q4)+1/400*cos(q6+q5+q3)-1/8000*sin(2*q6+2*q5)-1/16000*cos(-2*q5+
2*q4-q6)-1/800*sin(2*q3+2*q2+q6+q5+q4)-1/800*sin(2*q3+2*q2-q6-q5+q4)-1/16000*cos(2*q3+
2*q2+q6)-1/16000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q4)+1/800*cos(q6+q5-q4+q3)+1/800*cos(-q6-q5-q4+q3)+1
/400*sin(2*q3+2*q2-q6-q5)+1/800*cos(q6+q5+q4+q3)+1/8000*cos(q6+2*q5+2*q3+2*q2-q4)+1/
32000*cos(-q6+2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)-1/400*sin(2*q3+2*q2+q6+q5)-1/8000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q4+2*q
3+2*q2)+1/32000*cos(q6+2*q5-2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)+1/32000*cos(-q6-2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)+1/8000*
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cos(q6+2*q5)-1/16000*cos(q6+2*q4)+3/16000*cos(-q6-2*q5+2*q3+2*q2)-1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q
5+q4+2*q3+2*q2)+1/800*cos(-q6-q5+q4+q3+2*q2)+1/400*cos(q6+q5+q3+2*q2)-3/16000*sin(2*
q6+2*q5+2*q3+2*q2)+1/32000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5-2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)-1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q3
+2*q2-q4)-1/400*cos(-q6-q5+q3)+3/16000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q3+2*q2)-1/32000*sin(2*q6+2*q5
+2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)-1/8000*cos(-q6-2*q5+q4+2*q3+2*q2)+1/800*cos(q6+q5-q4+q3+2*q2)+1/80
00*cos(q6+2*q5+2*q3+2*q2+q4)+1/32000*cos(q6+2*q4+2*q3+2*q2)-1/16000*cos(-q6+2*q3+2
*q2)+1/800*cos(-q6-q5-q4+q3+2*q2)+1/32000*cos(2*q5+2*q4+2*q3+2*q2+q6))*qv1^2-981/400
00*sin(-q6-q5+q2+q3-q4)+(-1/2000*cos(-q6+q3+q2+q4)-1/2000*cos(q6+q4+q3+q2)+1/2000*cos(
-q6-q4+q3+q2)+1/2000*cos(q6+q3+q2-q4))*qv1*qv5-981/40000*sin(-q6-q5+q2+q3+q4)+(-1/400
0*sin(2*q6+2*q5+2*q4)+1/50*sin(q6+q5)+3/2000*cos(q6)+1/4000*cos(2*q4-q6)+1/2000*sin(2*
q6+2*q5)+1/4000*cos(2*q5+2*q4+q6)-1/2000*cos(q6+2*q5)+1/4000*cos(-2*q5+2*q4-q6)+1/400
0*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q4)+1/4000*cos(q6+2*q4))*qv2*qv3-981/40000*sin(q6+q5+q2+q3-q4)-981/
20000*sin(q6+q2+q3+q5)+981/20000*sin(-q6+q2+q3-q5)+(-1/4000*cos(q6+q3+q2-q4)+1/2000*s
in(q2+q3+q4)+1/200*sin(q6+q5+q2+q3+q4)-1/200*sin(-q6-q5+q2+q3-q4)-1/4000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5
+q3+q2-q4)+1/200*sin(-q6-q5+q2+q3+q4)-1/200*sin(q6+q5+q2+q3-q4)-1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+
2*q4+q3+q2)-1/8000*cos(-2*q5+2*q4+q3+q2-q6)-1/200*cos(q6+q5+q4+q2)+1/200*cos(q6+q5+q
4-q2)+1/4000*cos(q6+2*q5-q4+q3+q2)-1/2000*sin(q2+q3-q4)+1/8000*cos(-q6-2*q4+q3+q2)-1/8
000*sin(2*q6+2*q5-2*q4+q3+q2)+1/200*cos(-q6-q5+q4-q2)+1/4000*cos(-q6-2*q5+q3+q2+q4)-1
/8000*cos(q6+2*q4+q3+q2)-1/4000*cos(-q6-2*q5-q4+q3+q2)-1/8000*cos(q6+2*q5+2*q4+q3+q2
)+1/4000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+q3+q2+q4)+1/4000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q3+q2+q4)-1/8000*cos(-q6+2*q4
+q3+q2)-1/200*cos(-q6-q5+q4+q2)-1/4000*cos(-q6+q3+q2+q4)+1/8000*cos(2*q5-2*q4+q6+q3+
q2)+1/4000*cos(q6+q4+q3+q2)+1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5-2*q4+q3+q2)-1/4000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q3
+q2-q4)+1/4000*cos(-q6-q4+q3+q2)+1/8000*cos(-2*q4+q3+q2+q6)+1/8000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+2*q
4+q3+q2)-1/4000*cos(q6+2*q5+q4+q3+q2)+1/8000*cos(-q6-2*q5-2*q4+q3+q2))*qv1*qv2+(-1/2
00*cos(-q6-q5+q3)-1/8000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+2*q4)+1/100*sin(q6+q5)+3/4000*cos(q6)+1/8000*co
s(2*q4-q6)+1/400*cos(q6+q5-q4+q3)+1/400*cos(-q6-q5-q4+q3)+1/4000*sin(2*q6+2*q5)+1/8000
*cos(2*q5+2*q4+q6)+1/200*cos(q6+q5+q3)-1/4000*cos(q6+2*q5)+1/8000*cos(-2*q5+2*q4-q6)+
1/400*cos(q6+q5+q4+q3)+1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q4)+1/400*cos(-q6-q5+q4+q3)+1/8000*cos
(q6+2*q4))*qv2^2+(-1/1000*sin(q4)+1/2000*cos(-q6+q4)-1/2000*cos(q6+q4)+1/2000*sin(-2*q6-
2*q5+q4)-1/2000*cos(q6+2*q5+q4)+1/2000*cos(-q6-2*q5+q4)+1/2000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q4))*qv2
*qv4+(1/1000*cos(-q6+q4)+1/1000*cos(q6+q4))*qv2*qv5+(-1/1000*sin(q4)+1/2000*cos(-q6+q4)
-1/2000*cos(q6+q4)+1/2000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+q4)-1/2000*cos(q6+2*q5+q4)+1/2000*cos(-q6-2*q
5+q4)+1/2000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+q4))*qv3*qv4+(1/1000*cos(-q6+q4)+1/1000*cos(q6+q4))*qv3*qv
5+1/1000*qa6+(1/400*cos(q6+q5+q2+q3-q4)-1/400*cos(-q6-q5+q2+q3+q4)-1/400*cos(q6+q5+q2
+q3+q4)-1/400*sin(-q6-q5+q4+q2)-1/400*sin(-q6-q5+q4-q2)+1/400*cos(-q6-q5+q2+q3-q4)-1/400
0*sin(-q6+q3+q2+q4)+1/4000*sin(q6+q4+q3+q2)+1/2000*cos(q2+q3-q4)-1/2000*cos(q2+q3+q4)
+1/4000*sin(-q6-q4+q3+q2)-1/400*sin(q6+q5+q4+q2)-1/400*sin(q6+q5+q4-q2)-1/4000*sin(q6+q
3+q2-q4))*qa1+(1/200*sin(-q6-q5+q3)+1/1000*cos(q4)-1/400*sin(q6+q5-q4+q3)-1/400*sin(-q6-q
5-q4+q3)+1/2000*sin(-q6+q4)-1/2000*sin(q6+q4)+1/200*cos(q6+q5+q4)-1/200*sin(q6+q5+q3)+1
/200*cos(-q6-q5+q4)-1/400*sin(q6+q5+q4+q3)-1/400*sin(-q6-q5+q4+q3))*qa2+(1/1000*cos(q4)+
1/2000*sin(-q6+q4)-1/2000*sin(q6+q4)+1/200*cos(q6+q5+q4)+1/200*cos(-q6-q5+q4))*qa3+(1/1
000-1/1000*sin(q6))*qa5+(1/2000*cos(q6)-1/2000*sin(2*q6+2*q5)+1/2000*cos(q6+2*q5))*qv4^
2+(-1/8000*sin(2*q6+2*q5+2*q4)+1/100*sin(q6+q5)+3/4000*cos(q6)+1/8000*cos(2*q4-q6)+1/4
000*sin(2*q6+2*q5)+1/8000*cos(2*q5+2*q4+q6)-1/4000*cos(q6+2*q5)+1/8000*cos(-2*q5+2*q4
-q6)+1/8000*sin(-2*q6-2*q5+2*q4)+1/8000*cos(q6+2*q4))*qv3^2+1/1000*cos(q6)*qv5^2 
